Trouble Shooting for Thermal Fog Generator
For TS-35A (E), TS-34, TS-35A model,
Preface:
After fill chemicals to chemical tank, petrol or gasoline to the fuel tank respectively, install
battery to machine, the brief procedure start up machine as below,
1. Install fogging tube adapter.
2. Push down oil valve.
3. Use left hand hold air pump handle while right hand press down igniter button to
pump slowly, gently.
4. Only after heard 1 or 2 explosion sounds, pull up oil valve, then, pump a little bit
quickly will start up machine.
(Please note: If could not start up, push down oil valve, continue use left hand hold air
pump handle while right hand press down igniter button to pump machine slowly ,
Until after heard 1 or 2 explosion sounds, pull up oil valve, then, pump a little bit
quickly will start up machine, if still could not start up, please repeat this procedure.)
5. After start up, turn solution tap points to “On” position, start spray fog.
6. If want stop spray fog, firstly turn solution tap points to “Clean Solution” position,
release residual pressure inside chemicals tank.
7. Then, turn solution tap points to “Off” position, stop spray fog.
8. Push down oil valve, stop machine.
Please note: We have already fixed well the standard site of the adjust knob of the
carburetor, do not adjust it, if it is really necessary need to increase power, do not increase
more than 3/8 circle.
1. Starting up skill
1.1 Switch off oil valve,

1.2 press on igniter button, pump machine like below,

1.3 Maybe after heard 1 or 2 explosive sounds like “Peng, Peng………,” then switch on oil
valve as below,

Press on igniter, pump machine will start.

Note: Firstly pump machine slowly, after heard explosive sounds like “ Peng, Peng…..”,
then, pump machine a little bit quickly.

1.4 If could not start machine, please switch off the oil valve,

1.5 pump machine like below,

1.6 Then, switch on oil valve,

1.7 Then pump machine like below will start machine.

Note: If really could not start, please repeat the above mentioned step 1.4 to 1.7 will start
machine.

2. Fix back appropriate Standard Site of the adjust knob of the Carburetor,
2.1 Adjust knob

Rotate adjust knob to right direction, make “0” Scale points to “Convex”,
This is the Standard Site, for starting machine or for machine working stably. Before
machine leaves our factory, we have already fixed well the standard site.
2.2 Some time, if you could not start machine, you need adjust the appropriate standard
site. (Because we adjust the standard site in China, the weather condition is not the same
like in your country, so the standard site in China is not the same like in your country)

2.3 Reduce the power
When you pump machine, please be more carefully to listen the sounds of the machine, if
your heard the sounds like “ Pu, Pu, Pu……”, it means the power of the machine is too
strong, you need reduce the power,
Rotate adjust knob to right direction until to the end.

Then, try pump machine, if you still heard the “ Pu, Pu, Pu…… sounds”, please do the
adjustment as below,

Use left hand to hold the adjust knob, make sure it will not move,
Then use the screwdriver insert into the screw, rotate to right direction for 1/8 circle, then,
try pump machine, if you still heard the “ Pu, Pu, Pu…… sounds”, rotate to right direction
for another 1/8 circle again, then, try start up machine.
Some time, if machine spray flame, please firstly rotate to Standard Site, if it still sprays
flame, please doing the above mentioned adjustment a little bit.

2.4 Increase power
Some time, when you pump machine, you will heard the sounds like” Bang, Bang……”,
but could not start machine, you need increase the power.
Rotate adjust knob to left direction for 1/8, 2/8 or 3/8 circle, after each adjustment, then, try
pump machine for start.

Some time, the weather is very cold, like in snowing or freezing weather condition, if you
Rotate adjust knob to left direction for more than 8/8 circle, if you still could not start
machine, please do the adjustment as below,

Use left hand to hold the adjust knob, make sure it will not move,
Then use the screwdriver insert into the screw, rotate to Left direction for 1/8 circle, then,
try pump machine, if you still heard the “ Bang, Bang…… sounds”, could not start, then,
rotate to Left direction for another 1/8 circle again, then, try pump machine for start.
(Note: This condition is not common, in 99.00% chance, no need to doing this adjustment
for start)
Some time, after start up machine, when spray chemicals, it will consume the power of the
machine, so you need to increase the power a little bit, maybe increase 1/8 or 2/8 circle.

2.5 If still can not start up machine, check whether inside carburetor have gasoline spray
out,
Take out ignition high voltage cap, unscrew the 2 screws, take out swirl pole,

Put finger into the hole where swirl pole have been taken out.

Keep put finger into the hole, use left hand to pump air pump, then use right hand finger to
feel whether if there have gasoline spray out, if do not have, rotate Adjust Knob of
carburetor to increase power a little bit until finger can feel there have gasoline spray out.
2.6 Check whether the rubber O-Ring is lost,

Note: Please note that, inside the hole, there have a black rubber O-Ring, please do not
lost it.
3. Check swirl pole

3.1 Use screwdriver to loss the screw, take out swirl pole, making sure the two pins on the
swirl pole are symmetrical.

Swirl pole
3.2 Some time, when press on the igniter button, there do not have clearly ignition sounds
like “Ta, Ta……”, or the ignition sounds is very low, not loud enough, please do following,
Hit one of the Pins a little bit, (Please only a little bit)

Grind the pin a little bit, (Please only a little bit)

If there any deposited carbon on the pins, please use copper brusher to swipe off.

3.3 You also can grind the 2 needles of the 2 sides on the swirl pole, make it shorten for
0.5 mm, it will increase the ignition electric voltage, help more easy start up machine.
4. Check diaphragm
Disassemble diaphragm, clean diaphragm, spacer plates, diaphragm must clean, free
of bends, cracks. (Check below, use soft cloth clean diagram carefully, make sure
diagram free of stain, be flat, dry).

Then, install it back appropriately. Please note the right procedure for install back,
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Please note, this diaphragm must be in the middle position appropriately, if it is misplaced,
could not start machine.
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(Note: This screw should be tight, if it is loose, could not start machine,
Please insert into the 3 units screw simultaneously, then use screwdriver to tighten them.)

Attention:
(1). When install back diaphragm, please put Baffle valve on the diaphragm as following
right way shows.
Baffle Valve

Right way

(Wrong way, the diaphragm will move)

(2). After install well diaphragm, please make sure the fixed plate is rightly covered the
diaphragm as following picture A shows.
Fixed plate

A

Diaphragm

B (It is wrong)

(3). If the screw is loose, could not start machine, please tighten it.

5. Check whether one-way diaphragm is properly placed?
Illustration A is in gear, the one-way diaphragm is properly placed; But the Illustration B is
not in gear, need fix back appropriately, if the diaphragm is broken or change shape,
please find new spare parts inside spare parts kits as below to change it.

Disassemble the one-way valve as below to check whether the one-way diaphragm is
properly placed?

Please check the following photos,

A
Only photo A show the gaskets is properly placed, all the other photos is wrong.

B

Please note: Check photo below, when install back the one-way valve, only a little bit tight
will be ok, please do not make it too tightly, if too tightly, the air could not get through, so
the machine could not start up,

6. How to discharge the residual chemicals in the chemicals tank
Use screw driver loose the Bolt as Picture A, B shows, let the residual chemicals go
out.

Bolt

A
B
Note: After finishing discharging the chemicals, please install the bolt back without
missing the O-ring.

O‐Ring

7. After start up machine, do not spray fog.
7.1 Make sure turn on the chemical valve, the adjustable flow rate valve is also turn on.

Turn on chemical valve

Turn off chemical valve

Turn to left direction for turn on and increase flow rate.
Turn to right direction for turn off and decrease flow rate.
Note: Normally, just keep it turn on, no need to adjust it in every time for use.
In 99.00% chance, this problem as below will not happen.
Some time, the adjustable flow rate valve’s handle is loose, so could not turn on, so
could not spray fog, fix as below,
Find the small spanner inside spare parts kits,

Use small spanner to take out the screw,

Take out the handle as below,

The inside is loose, please ask us to give you the new handle of the adjustable flow

rate valve, then, you install the new one to the valve.
When you received the new handle, please rotate it into the hole end of the valve,

Then, you use small spanner rotate the small screw into the hole lock the position of
the handle.
7.2 Check the lid of chemicals tank to see if there have rubber gasket inside? There
should have rubber gasket inside.

7.3 If there have rubber gasket, but do not spray fog, please check the pressure of the
chemical tank as below,

After start machine, then put your hand on the chemicals tank hole to feel if there has
pressure inside?
7.4 If there do not have obvious pressure inside, check following parts,
7.4.1 Check the airway pipe whether broken, if broken, please replace new one.

7.4.2

Check the one-way valve

Please get back to the above mentioned

Step 5,

Check whether one-way

diaphragm is properly placed? If it is not, please fix it well appropriately.
7.5 Check the connected nail, disassemble it to find if the hole Jammed?

If the hole jammed, please use a thin iron wire to dredge it, then install it back
appropriately.

7.5 If there have pressure inside chemicals tank, please check following parts.
7.5.1 Disassemble the bolt at the bottom of chemical tank, check the filter is jammed?

If the filter is jammed, clean it, install it back appropriately.
7.5.2 Check whether the nozzle jammed?
Disassemble the nozzle,

If it is jammed, use a thin iron wire to dredge it, check photos below,

A
Clean the pipe joint like below.

B

Check the connected nail to find if there has deposited carbon inside, clean like below,

Check deposited carbon
Clean deposited carbon
After cleaning, please install back appropriately.
7.6 Check whether the filter inside chemicals valve is jammed?

Anticlockwise direction rotation, take out the filter as below,

If it is jammed, please clean it then install back appropriately.

8. When working, suddenly spray flame or fire?
8.1 Some time, customer do not install the fogging tube adapter to machine for working, it
is wrong.
Note: Please must install Fogging Tube Adapter, it will help form convective air, to
lower temperature, to extend life span.

Use this clip spring to tight the fogging tube adapter to the machine.
8.2 If still spay fire, it means the power of the machine is too strong, you need reduce the
power, please check below,
Rotate adjust knob to right direction until to the end, for adjust back to the standard site of
the carburetor.

After adjusted back to the standard site, if it still spray flame, please do adjustment as
below,

Use left hand to hold the adjust knob, make sure it will not move,
Then use the screwdriver insert into the screw, rotate to right direction for 1/8 circle, check
whether it will spray flame or not?
8.3 If it still spray flame, please rotate to right direction for another 1/8 circle again, now, it
will definitely not spray flame.
8.4 After done the above mentioned 3 steps, if machine still spray flame, the problem is
from the chemicals, some chemicals have very low ignition temperature, it will be very
easy to catch fire.

